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Counter ceiling

EP has chosen to focus on the renewal , the aim is to
provide our customers with a more improved product,
both in terms of aesthetics and functionality.
The design will be minimalist in shape but not trivial, the
new Moderna lift car combines strength, endurance,
easy assembly and design without quitting to highly
customizable equipment.

+ FUNCTIONAL

Roof edge

Ventilation

Reduced footprint = larger cars
Wall thickness has been reduced to 25 mm.
In addition the car assembly allows the use of reduced
gaps.

No rabbet = bigger doors

Mirror half wall

Without the car rabbet the clear opening of the door is
equal to the car width.

Finishes
Panoramic wall

+ EASY TO INSTALL AND SAFE
Moderna can be entirely mounted from inside (you will
need to tighten a few screws under the floor).
This facilitates and speeds up the assembly phase and
ensures the highest level of safety for installers.
The light curtain sensor has been placed between the
threshold of the car and that of the landing further
increasing the current safety standards.
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+ RATIONAL
Moderna has been designed and developed to simplify
the entire process of production, from each single order
to the sheet folding arriving to the packaging passing
through the management of material.
All the above means improvements of our quality
standards.

Panoramic wall

Rubber bubbles
flooring

+ BEAUTIFUL
Moderna, following the current stylist trend, has a linear
and clean design, minimalist but very nice.
Flush finishing’s (COP and angle uprights).
Minimal skirting and horizontal frames.
Panoramic or mirror wall without the section divider
Walls and ceiling are available in the same materials
offering a pleasant homogeneous environment.
The external covering of the car (if present) can be
chosen from those available for the walls.
The wide choice of finishes and fittings does not mean
there are limits to the customization and adaption to
each building and for every taste.

Full height flush COP
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aluminium handrail

display Icaro

dispaly Dedalo

stainless steel
SB brushed
handrail

numeric key pad

LED spotlight

display Photo
stainless steel
BA polished
handrail

Faretti LED

Dama

Universal

Labirint

The available accessories and models depends on the characteristics of each unit and the availability of EP supplies.
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FLOORING

LINOLEUM

Excellent resistance, hard wearing and easy to maintain. These materials are perfect for daily use.

121 - 003
Dark Brown

121 - 008
Chestnut

121 - 155
Smoked Pearl

FINISHING

121 - 043
Leaf Green

125 - 026
Sky Blue

Gomma a
bolle nera

PLASTIC-COATED SHEETS

These materials are heard wearing and easy to maintain, they are available for the skirting's, pushbutton panels and profiles.

F12PPS
Similinox

WALLS AND PANELS

B41SSM
Blu stellato

PLASTIC-COATED SHEETS

These materials are heard wearing and easy to maintain, they are available for the car walls and panels.

A1
Bianco

DL10
Abete

F12PPS
Similinox

PPS1
Grigio

PPS11
Avorio

B41SSM
Blu stellato

N1
Grigio

WALLS AND PANELS (optional)

B22SMA
Blu

G1
DT29SMA
Beige spatolato Crema

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel sheets treated to ensure durability and to keep the lift looking good over the years.
Stailess steel
Scotch Brite
“brushed”
Stainless steel
BA“polished”

SB Scotch Brite
“brushed”

BA
“polished”

The pictures in this brochure are a reflection of the equipment available and samples can be provided upon request.
EP is not responsible for any pictorial difference between the images in this catalogue and the actuaal materials provided.
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WALLS AND PANELS (optional)

STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel sheets treated to ensure durability and to keep the lift looking good over the years.

SC 147

Austenit fumè

SC 916 Gold-blu

SC 111

Rombo lucido

Austenit

Lino lucido

5WL lucido

SC 107 D

Quadro oro

Lino rosso

SC 422 Gold

Oro SB

Pioggia bronzo

Stripes bronzo

Dots bronzo

SC 528 Gold

SC 400

Perla oro

Goccia blu

Pelle verde

Rete blu

Goccia rosso

SC 147

SC 429 Gold

FLOORING (optional)

GRANIT

Flooring made with quality natural materials to suit each individuals requirements.

Polar Ice
607

White Star
677

Perla Bianca
616

Sunset Beach
609

White Copper
451

Orange
422

Red
424

454

White
2400

Titan Grey

Dove Trail
2402

Venus Grey

Blue Dream
2414

Dark Blue
453

Purple Blue
455

Blue Whale

Green Dream
2430

Chiaro Ambra
2422

Terracotta

Clay

Dark Chocolate

630

Black Star
671

Nero Maltese
2404
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Sede legale
Via Querceto, 27 59100 Prato Italy
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Sede Operativa
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Tel +39 050 875091 Fax +39 050 8750928
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